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Abstract—To enhance sampling rates of CMOS digital-to-analog
converters (DACs), analog multiplexing of several DAC output
signals in time domain provides a solution. In this paper, a
full CMOS integration of two sub-DACs and an active analog
multiplexer (AMUX) on a single chip in 28-nm fully-depleted
silicon-on-insulator CMOS technology is presented for the first
time for sampling rates of 100 GS/s and beyond. Sampling rates up
to 108 GS/s for broadband pulse-amplitude modulated signals and
up to 118 GS/s for oversampled signals are shown outperforming
previously reported data in terms of sampling rate or data rate,
respectively. Two 8-bit sub-DACs up to 59 GS/s with CMOS
inverter-based output drivers and pseudo-segmentation provide
the analog input data for the 2:1 AMUX realized in current-mode
topology. An additional on-chip memory of 256 kB completes
the system to a universal arbitrary waveform generator. At
100 GS/s, the total power consumption is about 4 W. Generally,
an AMUX is able to shift the limits of DACs in well-established
CMOS technologies towards higher frequencies independent on
technology advances and opens a second, conceptual path for
achieving higher sampling rates with an additional benefit of a
principle bandwidth extension by the AMUX operation.

Index Terms—Analog-digital integrated circuits, analog multi-
plexer, arbitrary waveform generator, CMOS integrated circuits,
digital-analog conversion, digital-to-analog converter, mixed-signal
integrated circuits, pulse-amplitude modulation, transmitters.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE on-going growth of global data traffic drives optical
data transmission systems beyond 1Tbit/s per wave-

length [1]. Digital-to-analog converters (DACs) in transmitter
(Tx) front-ends are critical parts for the realization of such
systems requiring sampling rates fs in the range of 100GS/s
and beyond. For monolithic integration with digital signal
processors (DSPs), CMOS DACs are essential. One concept
for increasing sampling rates is analog multiplexing of several
DAC output signals in time domain using a clocked analog
multiplexer (AMUX). The inherent nonlinear operation of an
AMUX enables true bandwidth extension on principle due to
a real shift of the sin(x)/x roll-off towards higher frequencies
compared to linear active or passive summation of DAC
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signals. I.e., the −4-dB sin(x)/x roll-off at the non-return-
to-zero (NRZ) sub-DACs’ Nyquist frequencies is shifted to the
Nyquist frequency of the AMUX. It has already been shown in
hybrid systems, e.g. with CMOS DACs and silicon-germanium
(SiGe) bipolar AMUXs [2] but no monolithically integrated
DAC-AMUX CMOS solution has been reported at comparable
conversion rates. In this paper, a full CMOS integration of
two 8-bit sub-DACs and an active AMUX on a single chip
is presented for the first time for 100GS/s and beyond to
the best of the authors’ knowledge. Multiplexing in analog
domain is a flexible solution to further boost the sampling
rate and bandwidth of any given CMOS DAC architecture in
front of it. In this work, broadband pulse-amplitude modulated
(PAM) signals up to Nyquist frequency are demonstrated
up to 108GS/s (PAM-2) with data rates up to 240Gbit/s
(80GS/s, PAM-8). Moreover, the DAC system can be used for
oversampling applications and pulse shaping for sampling rates
up to 118GS/s at lower symbol rates. Maximum sampling
rate as well as data rate outperform previously reported data.
Two sub-DACs with CMOS inverter-based output stages being
fully compatible to static CMOS logic supply voltage provide
analog symbols to an AMUX. The sub-DACs up to 59GS/s
being implemented in CMOS logic which is modified by
resistive feedback in some parts allow compact and dense
layout and avoid transistor stacking topologies. A current-
mode topology based AMUX with inductive peaking shifts
the limits of DACs in well-established CMOS technologies
towards higher frequencies independent of technology advances
and therefore opens a second, conceptual path for achieving
higher sampling rates. Moreover, it is applicable to any sub-
DAC architecture. Consequently, it is a conceptual benefit for
CMOS Tx circuits. The circuit is realized in 28-nm fully-
depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) CMOS technology and
an additional on-chip 256-kB SRAM memory completes the
system to a universal, single-chip arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG).

This article is organized as follows. Section II describes the
overall system. Circuit implementation details are discussed in
Section III. In Section IV, aspects of the applied predistortion
are presented. Measurement results are given in Section V
separated into static and dynamic characterization according
to IEEE standard [3] as well as PAM measurements followed
by a comparison to the state of the art and a conclusion.
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Fig. 1. Concepts for performance enhancement of DACs [1]. Dashed boxes represent system integration, preferably in CMOS technology for (b) to (e). (a)
Serial DAC in a faster technology than CMOS (e.g. with SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistors in BiCMOS technology or InP double-heterojunction bipolar
transistors). In (b) to (e), realizations of time-interleaved concepts for two DACs are shown for hybrid ((b) and (d)) as well as monolithic ((c) and (e)) systems
with non-clocked signal summation ((b) and (c)) and clocked analog multiplexing ((d) and (e)).

II. CONCEPT AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Fig. 1 summarizes different concepts for performance
enhancement of DACs, here exemplarily for two DACs albeit
easily extendable to N DACs. Figures 1b to 1e depict
interleaving concepts of DACs in time domain at different
level of integration. Examples for the realizations according to
Fig. 1a can be found in [4] at 100GS/s, in [5] at 128GS/s
as well as in [6] at 134GS/s. In hybrid concepts (Fig. 1b and
1d), different technologies for the DACs and the interleaving
circuit may be applied.

Generally, time interleaving might lower the demands on
performance of the sub-DACs [7]. A detailed analysis of
interleaved DACs is given in [8] where hold-interleaving, data-
interleaving as well as data- and hold-interleaving concepts
are discussed. It is also referred to as interleaving of return-
to-zero (RZ) or NRZ DACs [7], [9] or in general as parallel-
path DAC [10]. In these concepts, the sub-DAC signals are
summed up at the output which is depicted in Fig. 1b and 1c.
Despite the achievement of an increased sampling rate and
thus an increased usable bandwidth by linear superposition of
phase-shifted sub-DAC signals in these concepts, the analog
bandwidth remains constant. It is still limited by the DACs’ low-
pass characteristics as well as their sin(x)/x roll-offs. There
is still an advantage due to image rejection and oversampling
[8], [10] but the symbol rate does not increase accordingly
[9]. E.g., the first zero in the frequency response of a 50-GS/s
NRZ DAC at 50GHz does not change in a 2:1 linear, time-
interleaved system of two DACs with a total sampling rate
of 100GS/s. It is determined by the sub-DACs. On the other
hand, time interleaving of RZ sub-DACs does not suffer from
this limitation. However, the requirements to these sub-DACs
are enhanced compared to NRZ sub-DACs. On the contrary,
time interleaving by an AMUX provides a sin(x)/x roll-off
shift according to the interleaving factor independent on the
sin(x)/x roll-off of the individual NRZ sub-DACs. Therefore,
it is capable of providing a true bandwidth extension towards
higher frequencies. By changing the circuit topology compared
to the sub-DACs, even other limiting low-pass characteristics
can be improved. An implementation of a parallel-path DAC
at 250MS/s is shown in [10]. In [11], the concept of Fig. 1b
is presented at 200GS/s. Moreover, a realization of Fig. 1c
is reported in [12] at 100GS/s. Hybrid time interleaving by
an AMUX according to Fig. 1d is shown in [13] at 56GS/s,
in [14] at 100GS/s, in [15] at 120GS/s, in [16] at 120GS/s
and 150GS/s, in [17] at 160GS/s as well as in [18], [19] at

168GS/s. Moreover, a 4:1 concept at 100GS/s is presented
in [20], [21]. Finally, a CMOS DAC based setup corresponding
to Fig. 1d consisting of two CMOS DACs at 90GS/s each
and a SiGe heterojunction bipolar transistor AMUX is reported
in [2] with a total symbol rate up to 120GBaud. The concept
of an integrated AMUX has already been implemented in [7]
at 11GS/s in 28-nm CMOS or in [22] at 28GS/s in 16-nm
CMOS.

In this work, concept 1e is pursued. Fig. 2 shows a block
diagram of the entire system. Two SRAM memories with
128 kB each provide the data for the two sub-DACs with
nominal resolutions of 8 bit and sampling rates up to 59GS/s.
Their analog outputs are time-interleaved by the AMUX
yielding sampling rates of up to 118GS/s. Digital data of
the memory is transmitted in parallel via 256 differential lines
at a rate of fs/32 to the sub-DACs. Fig. 3 shows the operation
principle in more details and a timing diagram. To ensure
maximum margin for timing inaccuracies, the DAC output
signals are sampled by the AMUX in the center of each
hold period [9]. With the AMUX being opaque during sub-
DAC switching, glitches, jitter or other sub-DAC artifacts are
suppressed in the output signal to a certain degree assuming
the AMUX itself does not contribute other significant artifacts.
The sub-DACs as well as the AMUX operate at half-rate
clock. An input offset control circuit (clk offs) adjusts the
duty cycle of the differential input clock signal for the AMUX
adapting the symbol durations of positive and negative clock
half-waves. Timing adjustment between sub-DACs and AMUX
is controlled by two 5-bit programmable phase rotators (ϕ0, ϕ1)
in fs/4 domain operating in all four quadrants. For conceptual
reasons, 28 different phases are applicable, i.e. at 118GS/s,
ideally ∼1.2 ps timing steps can be set if equally spaced
phase positions are assumed. Prior to the sub-DAC clock
inputs, a level conversion circuit from current-mode to CMOS
topology voltage levels including common-mode control (CM0,
CM1) is implemented. The main emphasis of this work is on
reaching highest sampling and data rates rather than any power
consumption considerations.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

The sub-DACs as well as the AMUX are implemented as
differential circuits based on transistors with flipped wells
[23], [24]. In all high-frequency circuit parts, i.e. the clock
path, the sub-DACs and the AMUX, forward body-biasing
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Fig. 2. AWG/DAC system overview. Two memory blocks with 128 kB each provide the data for the two sub-DAC cores with a nominal resolution of 8 bit.
The analog outputs of the sub-DACs are combined by an active AMUX. Values in brackets are given for 118-GS/s operation.

(FBB) is used to lower the transistors’ threshold voltages
and to boost high-frequency performance. Global FBB in the
sub-DACs is provided by an external supply from ±1.8V
(≤100GS/s) up to ±3.0V (>100GS/s). FBB in the current-
mode parts is generated on-chip from the respective supply
voltage according to transistor stacking. In the memory, no
FBB is applied. Concerning topology, the system can be
divided into two parts. The DAC cores, the memory as well
as the clock path at lower frequencies (part of fs/4 clock
path and lower) are implemented in modified CMOS logic
family concepts extended by resistive feedback methods. Parts
operating at fclk = fs/2, i.e. the respective clock path as well as
the AMUX, are realized in (inductively peaked) current-mode
topology using shunt peaking or a combination of shunt and
series peaking [25], [26]. Additionally, the frequency divider
to fs/4, the phase rotators (ϕ0, ϕ1) and the current-mode-
to-CMOS interface circuits (CM0, CM1) between the two
circuit topologies belong to the current-mode part. A detailed
description of the broadband current-mode clock path is given
in [27] with improved functionality from DC up to 60GHz in
case of the work presented here.

A. Digital-to-Analog Converters
The sub-DAC cores are implemented (pseudo-)differentially.

In the sub-DACs with a nominal resolution of 8 bit, a pseudo-
segmented approach is applied [28], [29]. The four least
significant bits (LSBs) are realized in an R-2R part with
inherent binary weighting. The four most significant bits
are represented by 15 unary paths like a thermometer DAC.
However, a passive binary-weighting decoder instead of a
thermometer decoder is used implemented as wiring block in
the fs/32 domain. I.e., a decoding stage connects the unary
paths according to Fig. 4 resulting in a binary weighting.
In total, 19 data paths represent the digital 8-bit word of
each sub-DAC. The passive decoding network is implemented
in front of the sub-DACs as depicted in Fig. 2. The unary
part is connected in an alternating manner to reduce gradient

effects [28], [29]. Fig. 5 illustrates the block diagram of one
sub-DAC core. The clock path consists of three frequency
dividers as well as driver cascades. The first frequency divider
for fs/4 → fs/8 immediately starts with the applied clock
signal from the current-mode clock path and an adapted clock
path initialization and starting circuit ensures proper starting
conditions. The frequency dividers for fs/8 → fs/16 and
fs/16 → fs/32 include logic for synchronous start and reset
(R0/R1) which ensures a defined phase relation of the two sub-
DACs in combination with a proper starting concept. I.e., the
frequency dividers from fs/4 → fs/8 start synchronously on
principle due to defined initialization. In addition, the common
reset signals of both sub-DACs R0/R1 are sampled ensuring
synchronous start of the lower frequency domains. Precise clock
phase alignment of the different clock frequency domains is
adjusted by CMOS inverter chains. Delay adjustment is done
at the beginning of the CMOS inverter chains using transistor
widths of 4 µm and 8 µm for nFET and pFET, respectively,
for power consumption reasons. At the end of the inverter
chains, the fan-out is increased ending up in the required
driver capability with transistor widths of 80 µm and 160 µm
for nFET and pFET, respectively. The length as well as the
size of the driver chains especially in fs/4 domain is a major
challenge. Duty cycle and common-mode stability are enhanced
by resistive feedback. Supply voltage is stabilized by on-chip
decoupling capacitance. The clock lines driven by large output
drivers of the clock network form artificial transmission lines
in combination with the capacitive load given by the local
clock drivers at each tap. Due to long inverter chains in
the clock network, resistive feedback across three inverters
is used as shown in Fig. 6. Resistive feedback across one
inverter is a well-known concept known from transimpedance
amplifiers using feedback inverter cells [30]–[32] and is also
applied in DAC implementations (e.g. [33]). Here, it is applied
to increase performance, i.e. bandwidth and common-mode
stability. Considering an inverter chain as amplifier, a proper
trade-off between gain and bandwidth is sought. Resistive
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feedback across three inverters is based on a different trade-
off compared to a three-stage cascade of three inverters with
individual feedback. It provides bandwidth extension compared
to a chain without feedback but less bandwidth than a chain of
inverters with individual feedback. The latter is also dependent
on the resistor value. It is still negative resistive feedback.
However, compared to resistive feedback across each inverter,
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the power consumption is lower as the first and the second
inverter do not drive a static load (leakage neglected). Moreover,
a single resistor for three inverters reduces area consumption
and the gain is higher as the voltage levels are recovered by the
first and the second inverter. The value of the feedback resistor
R is chosen as R ≈ 3 kΩ · µm/Wn , where Wn denotes the
smallest nFET width in the chain. The value provides enhanced
inverter chain performance across corners and is large enough
to prevent the circuit from oscillating. The driving stage before
is always capable of forcing the stage into a static, defined
state. In summary, this feedback concept provides a good trade-
off between bandwidth enhancement, common-mode stability,
output swing and (static) power consumption.

In the data path, digital 16:1 multiplexers (MUX) realized
in a tree structure provide data at fs/2 to the output stage
as shown in Fig. 7a. The tree structure is repeated for all 19
data channels in each sub-DAC. All MUX stages consist of
a five-latch MUX (Fig. 7b) [34] operating at half-rate clock
with a timing diagram depicted in Fig. 7c. The design ensures
that the sum of the clock-to-output time of the latches and
the delay through the transmission gate transistors realizing
the MUX operation, i.e. the total data signal’s latency, is in
compliance with the setup time of the following flip-flop. For
each branch, the clock frequency is divided by two compared
to the subsequent stage. To keep the load of the global clock
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network constant, the transistor widths in the MUX stages are
scaled down by a factor of two while the number of MUX
stages is doubled with each new branch. All MUX stages
consist of five latches and transmission gates (TG) executing
the MUX operation. The latches ensure proper timing at the
TGs and reduce glitches at the output.

Following the data path, digital data passes a driver stage
using a different resistive feedback concept as shown in
Fig. 8a. For bandwidth enhancement and DC operation point
stability, a cascade of CMOS inverters with resistive feedback
as pre-driver and a last output driver without feedback is
used to drive the DAC output network. Resistive feedback
reduces data-dependent jitter due to bandwidth increase. As
output stage, a CMOS inverter-based structure is used as
presented in Fig. 8b. The latter shows the pseudo-segmented

structure (4 bit R-2R, 4 bit unary) with a total output resistance
of 50Ω (100Ω differential) for R = 400Ω. Unary cells are
connected appropriately in the decoder network in front of the
serializers. The inverters’ output resistances Ro are considered
in the 2R series resistors of the resistor network. The CMOS
inverter-based output structure in combination with the resistor
network can be viewed as a voltage-mode DAC providing
a nominal single-ended output swing of ∼500mV at 50-Ω
termination or 1V differentially, respectively. The combination
of the last output driver in Fig. 8a and the series resistor
2R−Ro in Fig. 8b can be regarded as a source unit which
is identical for all 19 data channels. It corresponds to source-
series terminated (SST) transmitters [35]. Different aspects
have to be considered in the design of this output inverter.
Firstly, both transistors, NMOS and PMOS, have to behave
symmetrically, especially in terms of their output resistance
Ro. Secondly, to reduce linearity errors, the transistors have
to operate deeply in the linear region to keep the output level
dependency of Ro as low as possible which requires low
drain-source voltage drops and therefore large channel widths.
However, with increasing channel widths, more pre-drivers are
required in the output driver stage according to Fig. 8a which
increases timing deviations due to increasing distance to the last
sampling operation. For this reason, a trade-off is required and
a value of 2R−Ro = 700Ω is chosen, i.e. Ro = 100Ω. This
specification corresponds to an nFET width of Wno ≈ 4 µm and
a pFET width of Wpo ≈ 9 µm for the output drivers. The driver
cascade in Fig. 8a adapts the driver capability starting from
1 µm and 2 µm of nFET and pFET width of the first CMOS
inverter, respectively. Feedback resistors are chosen according
to ∼5 kΩ · µm/Wn where Wn denotes the nFET width of the
corresponding inverter. To keep the load of the driving stage
inverters constant, an additional resistor couples the driving
stages in front of the output inverters. The output structure of
Fig. 8b resembles the voltage-mode driver discussed in [36]
where the transistors are operated as low-impedance switches,
i.e. a low impedance compared to the linear resistors. It is
also referred to as SST driver in [33], [35], [37]–[40] with a
common series resistor at the output of the CMOS inverter or
series resistors between the drains of the transistors. Finally, a
major advantage of the CMOS inverter-based topology omitting
transistor stacking is a full compatibility of the sub-DACs to
CMOS logic circuits such as DSPs in terms of supply voltage.

B. Analog Multiplexer

The schematic of the active AMUX is presented in Fig. 9
and is based on a source-coupled circuit topology similar to
[13]. Transistor widths for data and clock inputs are 90µm
and 60µm, respectively. Degeneration resistors have a value of
Rs ≈ 6.5Ω and the tail current sources provide I0 ≈ 30mA.
Basically, it consists of two interleaved Gilbert cells. At
the bottom, two linearized transconductance stages serve as
data inputs. Above, cascode current switches driven by the
differential half-rate clock signal are stacked performing the
nonlinear operation and directing the respective data input stage
either to the output path or to a dummy path by current steering.
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the AMUX.

The load resistors have a value of Rl = 50Ω. Shunt and series
peaking inductances with Lsh ≈ 65 pH and Lser ≈ 40 pH are
used to improve the output bandwidth. The inductors are
modeled using a 3D planar electromagnetic simulator to get
broadband S-parameter models used for circuit simulation. A
pad capacitance of Cpad ≈ 33 fF is determined for the clock
input as well as the analog output signal pads. Additionally,
for further enhancement, the output is biased externally to
VDD,CML by bias tees providing the DC current to be able to
reduce the load resistors’ width to a minimum at lower current
budget. This way, the load resistors Rl are only affected by
dynamic currents and their widths can be significantly reduced
yielding a much smaller parasitic capacitance.

C. Clock Path

Precise timing of the sub-DACs’ outputs in relation to
the AMUX clock is of particular importance for operation.
Two 5-bit programmable phase rotators [27], [41]–[44] (see
Fig. 3a) allow clock signal phase tuning at the required
resolution. Fig. 10 shows the implementation of the phase
rotators operating in all four quadrants. The first frequency
divider from fs/2 to fs/4 provides four clock phases: I , I ,
Q and Q. In a first MUX stage, two signals with a phase
difference of ±90◦ are selected defining the quadrant as a
coarse position. In the phase interpolator according to Fig. 10b,
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(b)
Fig. 10. Implementation of the quadrature phase rotators. (a) MUX stage
selecting the quadrant and (b) phase interpolator.

the fine interpolation is performed by programmable current
sources with binary weighting. Phase interpolation is realized
by a weighted summation of the input clock signals. For
conceptual reasons, four phases at the corners of the quadrants
coincide which is why 28 different phases are available. For
proper operation, a phase difference of 180◦ in fs/2 clock
domain or 90◦ in fs/4 clock domain between the sub-DACs
is required. To avoid glitches, the signals ctrl0, . . . , ctrl4 have
to be synchronous.

The implementation of the first CMOS frequency divider
from fs/4 to fs/8 depicted in Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 11a. This
frequency divider is the most critical part in the clock path being
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270◦
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clkin
clkin

fs/4

clkout

clkout

fs/8

(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. (a) Implementation of the first CMOS frequency divider. Initialization
transistors are not shown. (b) Simulated behavior on schematic level at an
input frequency of 48GHz in case of a critical distortion (here: supply voltage
drop).

sensitive to supply voltage drops, input clock signal magnitude
and common-mode voltage as well as glitches at the start of
operation and during a change of the respective phase rotator.
Supply voltage stability is addressed by a careful analysis of the
required on-chip decoupling capacitance. The input common-
mode can be controlled by CM0/CM1 in Fig. 3a. Finally,
critical glitches in the clock signals at the start of operation are
omitted by a starting circuit which is implemented as a MUX in
the current-mode clock path at fs/2 switching from a defined
initial static state to the input clock signal by sampling the
MUX’s switching signal with the input clock. The frequency
divider itself is initialized by pull-down transistors (init signal
in Fig. 5). The transistors at the driver inverter inputs initialize
the frequency divider in a defined, valid state, i.e. low at the 0◦

and 90◦ nodes while the transmission gates at the input of latch
1 are opaque. Fig. 11b shows the reaction of the divider to one
of the mentioned critical distortions. The frequency divider
transfers into an invalid state and stops operation permanently.
It can only be reactivated by new initialization into a valid
state.

The clock signal outputs of the clock network controlling the
MUX tree are depicted in Fig. 12. The additional delays added
to the higher frequency clock signals shown in Fig. 5 ensure
that no flip-flop setup times in the MUX tree of Fig. 7a are
violated. Clock signal common-mode voltages at the current-
mode-to-CMOS topology interface (CM0/CM1 in Fig. 3a)
are controlled by external bias voltages considering that the

Fig. 12. Simulation of clock signals on schematic level at the output of
the clock network in Fig. 5 (single-ended) at fs = 118GS/s. Clock signals
correspond to the MUX tree clock inputs in Fig. 7a.

common-mode levels of the clock signals that can be measured
at the nodes ↗ in Fig. 5 correspond to a respective duty cycle.
Timing optimization between the sub-DACs and the AMUX
is performed by outputting single unit impulses and manually
adjusting the 5-bit phase rotators (ϕ0/ϕ1 in Fig. 3a) properly
with a 90◦ phase offset with respect to the sub-DACs’ clock
frequency. Maximum pulse heights and minimum pulse widths
of the output pulses determine the best timing conditions.

D. Voltage Domains and Decoupling Capacitances

The conceptually induced highly dynamic load of the static
CMOS logic in the sub-DACs requires careful consideration of
supply voltage domains and decoupling. Therefore, clock and
data voltage domains are separated. Also, the clock network is
subdivided into two voltage domains. I.e., clock drivers and
frequency dividers are separated as the first CMOS frequency
divider from fs/4 to fs/8 is the most critical part in the
clock path. Moreover, the data path is subdivided into two
domains: the MUXs and the output drivers. As the 19 MUXs
cause huge dynamic supply voltage loads, the output drivers
are separated to increase analog signal quality. A division of
current-mode parts is not required due to constant load by the
tail current sources. Furthermore, a cascaded concept for supply
voltage decoupling is applied individually for all supply voltage
domains. On-chip MOS capacitors stabilize supply voltages and
provide high-frequency decoupling with a trade-off concerning
area consumption. Moreover, bonding capacitors on the RF
board provide further capacitance in close proximity to the chip.
Finally, surface-mounted device capacitors are placed on the
RF board at larger distance. To further relax load steps in the
current consumption on start-up as well as on shutdown, the
sub-DACs’ clock paths are switched on and off sequentially
by the resettable frequency dividers in Fig. 5. On the one
hand, it prevents critical supply voltage dips that might lead
to a nonfunctional static state of the first CMOS frequency
divider. On the other hand, it reduces dangerous voltage peaks
on shutdown due to a sudden load reduction in combination
with the inherent supply line and bond wire inductances.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 13. (a) Layout of the chip with different circuit parts being highlighted
and (b) micrograph of the bonded die in RF PCB cavity. Transmission lines
TL0/1 denote the data paths from the memory to the sub-DAC cores.

E. Layout and Chip Assembly

Layout and chip assembly are shown in Fig. 13. The die is
connected by bond wires. The bond wire diameter is 25µm
with a linear distance of about 250µm for the output signal
bond wires without considering the loop. To reduce the bond
wire length, the die is placed inside a cavity in the RF printed
circuit board (PCB). Due to high power dissipation, the die is
placed on a copper plate using a thermally conductive adhesive.
Moreover, thinned dies of about 120 µm thickness are used for
thermal reasons. However, experimental results with standard
dies of about 250 µm thickness reveal that die thickness is not
critical. The substrate material of the board is Rogers RO3003
with a thickness of 130µm. The die size is ∼1.9mm× 1.9mm
and the areas of one sub-DAC core and the AMUX cover
∼215 µm× 100 µm and ∼127 µm× 135 µm, respectively. A
ground-signal-signal-ground structure is used for the clock
input as well as the analog output. No electrostatic discharge
protection is implemented at the high-bandwidth inputs and
outputs.

IV. LINEAR, PERIODICALLY TIME-VARYING
PREDISTORTION

The measurements in the next section reveal deterministic,
linear, periodically time-varying (LPTV) behavior [45]–[48].

x [n]

g [n, 0]

z−1
x [n − 1]

g [n, 1]

z−1 · · · z−1
x [n − m]

g [n, m]

z−1 · · · z−1
x [n − Neq + 1]

g [n, Neq − 1]

+ y [n]

Fig. 14. Discrete-time, time-varying finite impulse response filter applied for
LPTV predistortion with an input signal x [n] and output signal y [n] [49].

These variations correlate to the clock frequencies inside
the sub-DACs. Periodic voltage variations have influence on
the output sampling in the sub-DACs and affect the analog
output symbols deterministically. Hence, an appropriate LPTV
predistortion is applied. Given a linear system with system
operator T , the continuous-time impulse response h(t, τ) is
defined as the response at observation instant t to an input
Dirac impulse δ(t− τ) at instant of time τ [49]:

h(t, τ) := T {δ(t− τ)} . (1)

Generally, a two-dimensional function of the two independent
variables t and τ has to be considered. The modified, time-
variant impulse response or (input) delay-spread function [49],
[50] g (t, γ) is obtained by the transformation of variables

τ = t− γ (2)

which results in

g (t, γ) := h (t, t− γ) . (3)

For an LPTV system with normalized period P ∈ N, it holds

h (t+ P · Ts, τ + P · Ts) = h (t, τ) (4)

and
g (t+ P · Ts, γ) = g (t, γ) (5)

where Ts = 1/fs denotes the sampling period. P = 1 repre-
sents a linear, time-invariant (LTI) system. LPTV predistortion
is applied with the help of the discrete-time modified impulse
response g [n, ν] using a classical transversal filter structure as
its known from LTI systems with finite impulse response filters.
Fig. 14 shows the filter structure for a filter length Neq. Filter
coefficients change periodically in time. The only difference
compared to an LTI system is using a two-dimensional lookup
table (LUT) of size P ×Neq for the filter coefficients accessed
via g [(nmodP ) , ν] instead of constant filter coefficients
in a vector of size 1×Neq. Multiplication and summation
operations are the same as for LTI feed-forward equalization
(FFE) and can be implemented using conventional arithmetic
circuits. Hence, it is compatible to DSPs. In the LPTV case,
the multiplication factors change cyclically with period P .
Hence, the required DSP memory to store the filter coefficients
increases from Neq numbers in case of an LTI filter to Neq · P
numbers in case of the LPTV filter. Finally, LPTV predistortion
requires the knowledge of the symbol position within one period
P . This method is generally applicable to interleaved systems
for compensation of channel variations.

Data is generated in offline pre-processing and loaded into
the AWG memory. The significant part of mean predistortion
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coefficients (LTI case) normalized to the maximum value for
the case of fs = 100GS/s is approximately given as: −0.01,
0.07, −0.30, 1.00, −0.19, −0.06, −0.01, 0.01, 0.00, 0.00,
−0.01, 0.01, 0.00, 0.01, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, −0.01, 0.01, −0.04,
0.06, −0.04. These coefficients slightly vary with a period of
P = 32 being considered in the LPTV predistortion. The time-
variant impulse response is estimated by measuring the impulse
reactions at the output to stimulating impulses of one sampling
period Ts duration at different memory positions within
one period P . From these results, predistortion coefficients
depending on the symbol’s position can be determined. The
mean coefficients shown above reveal that a filter length of
about Neq = 5 would be sufficient for predistortion of the
main impulse. However, due to small reflections caused by
assembly around 170 ps after excitation as it can be observed
from the predistortion coefficients, a larger filter length is used
in offline pre-processing to achieve best results. After the main
impulse, the reflection predistortion becomes obvious in the
coefficients separated from the one of the main impulse by a
gap of coefficients with essentially zero values. More precisely,
a generous filter length of Neq = 32 coefficients is used as the
filter length is not a critical factor in offline pre-processing
but the number of significant predistortion coefficients is well
below. Similarly, the chosen period of P = 32 could potentially
be reduced.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Measurement Setup

For measurements, a subsampling oscilloscope with a
sampling module input bandwidth of 70GHz in combination
with a phase reference module driven by the fs/2 clock for
low jitter measurements (<100 fs RMS) is used. A clock signal
generated by an Anritsu MG3697C signal generator is split
into two parts by a power splitter. One part is used to drive
the phase reference module. The other part is used to drive
the circuit and is sent through a broadband balun (Hyperlabs
HL9407) and DC blocks in the 1.85-mm system to the RF
PCB via Mini-SMP connectors. RF lines on the RF PCB guide
the differential clock signal via bond wires to the chip. The
differential analog output signal travels through the output
bond wires, the RF PCB, Mini-SMP connectors, cables and
broadband bias tees (SHF BT65R) to the Tektronix DSA8300
with 80E11 sampling modules. Fig. 15 shows the measurement
setup. For the analysis of single-tone signals, the oscilloscope
is run in a combined mode using the phase reference as well
as the prescale trigger to get traces in equivalent time. Current-
mode parts operate at 1.6V/−1.3V/−0.6V and CMOS parts
at 1.0V nominal (1.15V overdrive). Close to the chip, the
supply voltages are nominal or slightly subnominal except the
voltage of the digital MUXs. For this domain, a voltage of
roughly 1.1V is applied at highest sampling rates ≥100GS/s.

B. Static Characterization

Static characterization is done for both sub-DACs individ-
ually. The output signals still travel through the AMUX but
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Fig. 15. Measurement setup (PR: phase reference, PT: prescale trigger).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 16. Results of the static characterization measured at 50-GS/s sub-DAC
operation corresponding to 100-GS/s operation with activated AMUX. (a)
DNL and (b) INL.

the AMUX clock signal is set to a static state which is why
the AMUX acts as a linearized amplifier while the sub-DAC
clocks are runnning. From the measured transfer function,
differential nonlinearity (DNL) as well as integral nonlinearity
(INL) are extracted and the reults are given in Fig. 16. The
INL is referred either to the end-point line or to a best-fit
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line according to IEEE standard [3]. The differential full-scale
amplitude is about 0.74V. In both the DNL and the INL
steps with code differences of ∆d = 16 can be observed. These
steps appear at the transistions from the R-2R to the unary
part and can therefore be attributed to deviations between both
parts. However, for the sought application as transmitter at
highest data rates these steps are negligible. Neglecting the
spikes in the DNL, a weakly pronounced arc is visible in
the DNL with minor drops to the outer codes d = 0 and
d = 255 and a deviation of <0.25LSB. This can be explained
by a slight nonlinearity of the output transistors’ resistances
Ro even if operated in the linear region. Hence, an output
voltage dependency is observed. As the transistor widths
of the output inverters are designed for an average output
voltage of 0.5V (d = 127, d = 128), the deviations increase
to the corners d = 0 and d = 255, respectively. However, it
has negligible influence on the DNL. The insignificance of
this effect confirms the aforementioned choice of the output
inverters dimensions in the sub-DACs. In addition, the INL
shows limiting behavior. The analysis reveals close matching
of the two sub-DACs.

C. Dynamic Characterization by Single-Tone Signals

In Fig. 17, signal-to-noise ratio SNR, signal-to-noise and
distortion ratio SNDR, signal-to-distortion ratio SDR and
spurious free dynamic range SFDR for single-tone signals
according to IEEE standard [3] are shown at fs = 64GS/s
and fs = 100GS/s. To separate the signal part and distortions
from pure random noise, an averaged (xSD) and a non-averaged
time-domain measurement is performed and the noise part (xN)
is determined by subtracting the two measurements. Owing
to this method, quantization noise is not included in the
SNR values but in SNDR. To indicate the exclusion of
quantization noise, SNR is marked as ŜNR in the following.
An SNDR > 28 dB at fs = 64GS/s and an SNDR > 18 dB
at fs = 100GS/s can be determined up to Nyquist frequency.
The effective number of bits ENOB is calculated by (6).

ENOB ≈ SNDR− 1.76 dB

6.02 dB
bit (6)

The results are determined by taking an FFT of the output
samples captured by the oscilloscope across one data period.
At higher signal frequencies, SNDR is limited by increasing
distortions due to time-varying effects as well as signal damping
and decreases according to the amplitude drop. It becomes
obvious that the SNDR is limited by distortions due to the
significant similarity between SNDR and SDR. The circuit
topology in the sub-DACs which is based on static CMOS logic
causes high dynamic load variations and thus supply voltage
stability is much more challenging than in approaches with
constant currents. The influence of the sub-DAC cores’ clock
paths on the analog output signals’ hold times can explain the
investigated spurious components as it generates periodically
time-varying artefacts yielding in distortions [51]–[54] which
is discussed below. The limitation in SNDR and SDR can
essentially be attributed to such kind of distortions and could
be reduced by more on-chip supply voltage block capacitance.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. Dynamic characterization results at (a) 64GS/s and (b) 100GS/s.

In the measurements, a partial correction of these distortions
using an LPTV filter is already applied.

In Fig. 18, two spectra at fs = 100GS/s operation for two
signal frequencies fsig ≈ 1GHz and fsig ≈ 50GHz are given.
The spectra reveal distortions around fractions of the sampling
frequency that are predominant, especially at fs/8 and fs/4.
These distortions can be attributed to deterministic LPTV
effects [45]–[48]. In [51]–[54], the impacts of nonuniform
holding times on the output spectra of DACs are described
and considered as timing mismatch or jitter, respectively.
Mirror images around fs/P can be shown analytically as
a consequence of LPTV effects with period P . Furthermore,
periodic gain mismatches lead to similar results. Deterministic,
periodic effects that correlate with clock network frequencies
indicate that predominant distortions arise from clock network
artifacts. Considering the MUX tree in Fig. 7a, clock variations
have direct impact on the output signal due to the sampling
in the last MUX stage. Periodic variations caused by supply
voltage load patterns affect the MUX outputs in terms of
periodic jitter, i.e. hold time variations, as well as by gain
variations and hence the analog output signal in total. Major
distortions around fs/8 and fs/4 show that the distortions
are essentially caused by the sub-DACs due to their CMOS
implementation with high dynamic supply voltage load rather
than the AMUX. To conclude, the time interleaving by the
AMUX is not limiting the performance parameters of this DAC.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 18. Spectra normalized to full-scale (FS) at fs = 100GS/s op-
eration for two signal frequencies (a) fsig = 1.074218750GHz and (b)
fsig = 49.707031250GHz.

Finally, clock feed-through is also visible.

D. Output Bandwidth

The determination of the output bandwidth is based on
three methods according to [3]: sine-wave magnitudes of
single-tone measurements at different frequencies, response
to an impulse as well as extraction from the derivative of
the full-scale step-response. Fig. 19 summarizes the results of
these measurements for bandwidth estimation. All mentioned
components (bond wires, RF PCB, connectors, cables and
bias tees) from chip to the sampling module are included.
From single-tone measurements, a −3-dB bandwidth of about
11GHz can be estimated. On the other side, the impulse and
step response measurements reveal a −3-dB bandwidth of about
16GHz. The bandwidth drop can essentially be attributed to
assembly. Bond wires in combination with pad capacitance
and technologically limited bandwidth of the RF PCB output

Fig. 19. Bandwidth estimation based on measurements at fs = 100GS/s.
The sin(x)/x roll-off is compensated.

lines limit the −3-dB bandwidth to these values and therefore
limit the system performance below the expected real chip
performance. As reference, a structure consisting of two replicas
of the output line on the RF board connected by bond wires of
comparable length to the chip connection is investigated and the
result is appended to Fig. 19. The similarity between the overall
system’s transfer function and the transmission coefficient S21

supports the assumption of dominating bandwidth limitations
by assembly. However, for broadband signal applications such
as the generation of PAM signals, a slow magnitude descent is
more important than the value of the −3-dB bandwidth due to
predistortion in the whole first Nyquist interval. An attenuation
of −10 dB at >45GHz considering the step response is highly
competitive to the CMOS DAC reported in [55] with a −10 dB
bandwidth of ∼40GHz including the sin(x)/x roll-off. In
[2], a commercial 90-GS/s CMOS DAC shows an analog
bandwidth of about 19GHz.

E. PAM Signals

Furthermore, time-domain modulation experiments are in-
vestigated. For measurement reasons, a double eye has to be
considered as the phase reference is driven by fclk = fs/2. Eye
diagrams of broadband PAM signals up to Nyquist frequency
without oversampling are depicted in Fig. 20a to Fig. 20g.
At 80GS/s, a PAM-8 signal with 80GBaud is achieved
corresponding to a data rate of 240Gbit/s. Moreover, at
100GS/s, PAM-2 and PAM-4 eye diagrams are shown with
data rates of 100Gbit/s and 200Gbit/s. The highest sampling
rate for a signal occupying the whole first Nyquist zone
is 108GS/s for a PAM-2 signal. At higher sampling rates,
signal bandwidth has to be reduced. As an example, raised-
cosine pulse shaping (roll-off factor 0.5) of an oversampled
signal is demonstrated at 118GS/s in Fig. 20h revealing
system operation at sampling rates well beyond 100GS/s.
The corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig. 20i. Figures 20a
to 20e, 20g and 20h show eye diagrams for pattern lengths
of 1024 (including oversampling in Fig. 20h). A quaternary
pseudorandom binary sequence of length 8192 (QPRBS-13) at
100GS/s is shown in Fig. 20f. It is measured in a different
setup than the one of Fig. 20e with slightly reduced signal levels
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(a) SNDR: ∼34.8 dB/∼34.9 dB (b) SNDR: ∼34.4 dB/∼34.6 dB (c) SNDR: ∼26.4 dB/∼26.3 dB

(d) SNDR: ∼20.7 dB/∼21.1 dB (e) SNDR: ∼19.5 dB/∼20.7 dB (f) SNDR: ∼18.5 dB/∼19.6 dB

(g) SNDR: ∼12.1 dB/∼12.7 dB (h) SNDR: ∼26.2,dB/∼21.6 dB (i)

(j) (k)

Fig. 20. Measured PAM eye diagrams (differential signals). (a) 64GS/s PAM-4, (b) 64GS/s PAM-8, (c) 80GS/s PAM-8, (d) 100GS/s PAM-2, (e)
100GS/s PAM-4, (f) 100GS/s QPRBS-13, (g) 108GS/s PAM-2 and (h) 118GS/s PAM-2 with oversampling and raised-cosine pulse shaping (roll-off
factor β = 0.5). In (i), the spectrum of the signal in (h) is shown. Power breakdowns at 64GS/s and 100GS/s are depicted in (j) and (k), respectively.
Finally, SNDR values are given for both eye openings.

causing the SNDR values being reduced by approximately
1 dB compared to Fig. 20e. In the measurements, linear
predistortion is applied. A quantitative analysis of the eye
openings is given by SNDR values determined using the
histograms. In case of a PAM-2 signal at fs = 100GS/s, an
SNDR improvement of about 7 dB is reached by LPTV
predistortion compared to LTI predistortion with constant
(mean) filter coefficients. Power breakdowns for 64GS/s and
100GS/s including all losses in external supply lines are

given in Fig. 20j and 20k separated into CMOS and current-
mode parts as well as into functional blocks. The AMUX
power consumption includes source followers at its data inputs.
Apparently, the flexible, broadband clock path circuit is an
essential part of the overall power consumption. The plots
confirm the expected behavior of strong frequency dependency
in the CMOS parts and constant power consumption in the
current-mode parts. At 118GS/s, the total power consumption
is 5.31W.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON TO STATE-OF-THE-ART CMOS REALIZATIONS.

Reference TMTT 2015
[12]

BCICTS 2019
[56]

ISSCC 2020
[57]

ISSCC 2021
[58]

ISSCC 2021
[39]/

JSSC 2022 [40]

JSSC 2023 [35] This work

Technology 28 nm 7nm 7nm 7nm 10 nm 4nm 28 nm
System
(memory)

AWG
(1 kB)

AWG
(256B)

Tx Tx Tx
(optional)

Tx
(32 kB)

AWG
(256 kB)

Architecture Half-ratee Half-rate Half-rate Quarter-rate Quarter-rate Quarter-rate Half-rate
Nominal
resolution
(bit)

8 8 7 8 7 8 8

Sampling
rate (GS/s)

100
50 (PAM-4)

40 (PAM-2/4/8)

60 56 (PAM-4) 97 116 (PAM-2/4)
112 (PAM-2/4)
56 (PAM-8)

72 (PAM-
2/4/6/8)

118a

108 (PAM-2)
100 (PAM-2/4)
80 (PAM-8)

Data rate
(Gbit/s)

120 (PAM-8)
100 (PAM-4)
80 (PAM-4)
40 (PAM-2)

-g 112 (PAM-4) 132 (PAM-4) 232 (PAM-4)
224 (PAM-4)
168 (PAM-8)
116 (PAM-2)
112 (PAM-2)

216 (PAM-8)
∼186 (PAM-6)
144 (PAM-4)
72 (PAM-2)

240 (PAM-8)
200 (PAM-4)
108 (PAM-2)
100 (PAM-2)

Bandwidth
(GHz)

∼13f - - ∼36 ∼36d ∼11 ∼11b -16c

Power
consumption
(W)

2.5 0.56 0.175 0.308 (Tx) 0.423 (analog)
0.083 (FFE)

0.288 4.03
(@100GS/s)

Efficiency 25 pJ/bit
(@50GS/s,

PAM-4)

- 1.56 pJ/bit
(@56GS/s,

PAM-4)

90.2 fJ/c-s
(@30GHz,
w/o PLL)

1.88 pJ/bit
(analog)

0.37 pJ/bit
(FFE)

(@112GS/s,
PAM-4)

2 pJ/bit
(@72GS/s,

PAM-4)

20.2 pJ/bit
(@100GS/s,

PAM-4)
15.6 pJ/bit

(w/o memory)

Supply
voltages (V)

- 0.9/1.9 0.9/1.2 1.8 0.85/1/1.5 0.95 1/1.6/
−1.3/− 0.6

Max. output
swing (Vppd)

1 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.92 0.74

SNDR (dB) ∼21.0 dB
(min.,

@100GS/s)

∼29.5 dB
(min.,

@60GS/s)

- ∼32.76 dB
(@30GHz)

∼33.3 dB
(@112GS/s,

PAM-4)

∼27.3 dB
(@13.46GHz)

∼18 dB (min.,
@100GS/s)

Area 1.6mm
×0.9mm

= 1.44mm2

0.62mm
×0.50mm
= 0.31mm2

(DAC core,
excluding
memory)

0.193mm2 2.35mm2

(4 Tx + PLL)
0.088mm2

(excluding PLL,
pattern

generator,
memory, DSP)

1.328mm
×1.420mm
≈ 1.89mm2

(Tx core:
215.7µm

×219.8µm)

1.692mm
×1.692mm
≈ 2.86mm2

(including
memory)

(sub-DAC core:
∼215µm
×100µm)

a oversampling, pulse shaping b from single-tone measurement, −3 dB c from impulse/step response, −3 dB d measurement of packaging only,
−3 dB e in sub-DACs f RF probe g 56Gbit/s (PAM-2) with former chip in 65 nm CMOS [59]

VI. COMPARISON TO THE STATE OF THE ART

A comparison to a selection of state-of-the-art DACs in DAC-
based Tx front-ends for ultra-high-speed wireline applications
as well as to AWGs is summarized in Table I. It becomes
obvious that in terms of sampling rate and data rate, previous
data is outperformed in at least one of these parameters despite
bandwidth limitation and larger CMOS node. This shows that
the concept of an integrated AMUX is a powerful concept for
DAC performance enhancement. Sampling rates well above
100GS/s are possible. Moreover, this circuit features full,
stand-alone AWG functionality due to on-chip memory that
is much larger than test memories in Tx systems. The main
performance limitation is given by the bandwidth limitation
mainly caused by assembly underestimating the true DAC
performance and hence, it is not a conceptual one. For the

sake of completeness, a 120-GS/s DAC in 16-nm CMOS
is mentioned in [55] and used in an optical transmission
system to generate 105-GBaud signals. A comparison to the
best performing AWGs in BiCMOS technology with SiGe
heterojunction bipolar transistors operating at 100GS/s [4],
128GS/s [5] and 134GS/s [6] reveals that the concept of an
integrated AMUX is also able to decrease the gap between
bipolar approaches and CMOS solutions in terms of sampling
rates. Considering the power consumptions of 15W and 18W
for the BiCMOS AWGs in [4] and [5], a CMOS AWG has
still remarkable advantage over BiCMOS in that point.

VII. CONCLUSION

To conclude, two sub-DACs with time interleaving in the
analog domain by active, analog multiplexing are shown being
capable of pushing the sampling rates of CMOS DACs clearly
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beyond 100GS/s. An additional on-chip memory of 256 kB
completes the system to an AWG. In the sub-DACs with CMOS
inverter-based output concept, resistive feedback is used in the
output stages and in the clock network. There, a different trade-
off between bandwidth and gain is chosen and a feedback
across three inverters is used to optimize performance at less
static power consumption compared to the concept in the output
stages with feedback across one inverter. The sub-DAC concept
does not require transistor stacking and is more amenable to
integration in highly integrated digital circuits [35]. In general,
DAC-based SST transmitter approaches are of special interest
for wireline applications [35]. However, it causes large dynamic
loads that might cause spurious components and therefore
requires appropriate on-chip decoupling capacitance. To further
improve performance, more on-chip decoupling capacitance is
required to reduce periodic distortions according to the clock
network. Moreover, constant loading concepts as presented
in [60] might reduce data-dependent distortions. In terms of
sampling or data rates, other state-of-the-art concepts can be
exceeded in at least one of these parameters despite a larger
CMOS node of 28 nm. As predistortion, an LPTV predistortion
is applied using a two-dimensional LUT for the periodically
changing filter coefficients. As the concept may be applied
to any given DAC architecture, power consumption can be
reduced by different sub-DAC and clock path architectures as it
is dominated by these circuit parts. As clock path architecture,
quarter-rate or narrowband resonant concepts could reduce
power consumption. In combination with more complex high-
bandwidth packaging technologies such as flip-chip, even
higher performance parameters could potentially be achieved.
The demonstrated sampling rates show the potential of the
concept using an integrated AMUX.
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